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Love and PsychologicalVisibility
Nathaniel Branden

We shall be dealing here with what I first called the Muttnik Principle
and later, more formally, called the Principle of Psych6loglcalTisi6iiif
An intense experience of mutual psychologicalai"sibitityis, as we shall see,
at the very center of romantic love. Let us see what this means and how
and wnv lt rs so.
One afternoon in r96o, while sifting alone in the living room of my
apartment, I found myself contemplating with pleasure a large philodendron plant standing against a wall. It was a pleasure I had experienced before, but suddenly it occurred to me to wonder: What is the
nature of this pleasure? What is its cause?
During that period I would not describe myself as "a nature lover,"
although I subsequently became one. At the time I was aware of positive feelings that accompanied my contemplation of the philodendron;
I was unable to explain them.
The pleasure was not primarily aesthetic. Were I to learn that the
plant was artificial, its aestheticcharacteristicswould remain the same
brutmy responsewould change radically; the special pleasure I experienced would vanish. It seemed clear that essentialto my enjoyment was
the knowledge that the plant was heathily and glowingly aliae.'I'here
wasa feeling of a bond, almost a kind of kinship, between the plant and
me; surrounded by inanimate objects, we were united in the fact of
possessinglife. I thought of the motive of people who, in rhe most
impoverished conditions plant flowers in boxes on their windowsillsfor the pleasure of watching something grow. Apparently, observing
successful life is of value to human beings.
This essay is excerpted from Thz Psychologlof Romantic Loue by Nathaniel Branden.
(.opyright @ rg8o by Nathaniel Branden. Used by permission of Bantam Books, a
drrision of Bantam Doubleday Dell Publishing Group, Inc.
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island. Muttnik's presence there would be of enormous value to me,
not becauseshe could make any practical contribution to my physical
survival, but because she offe red a form of compantonrhip.She would be
a conscious entity to interact and communicate with-as I was doing
now. But wlry is that of aalue?
'fhe
answer to this questir>n,I realized, with a rising senseof excitement, would explain much more than the attachment to a pet. Involved
in this issue is the psychologicalprinciple that underlies our desire for
hurnan companionship*the principle that would explain why a c<>nscious entity seeks out and values other conscious entities, why con'isa ualue to coruciotunes.s.
.seiousness
When I identified the answer I called it the "Muttnik PrilcQle"
because of the circumstances under which it wai'-discovered-1.t ..,t
consider the nature of this principle.
The key to understanding my pleasurable reaction to playing with
Muttnik was in the self-awarenessthat came from the nature of the
feedback she was providing. F'rom the moment that I began to "box,"
she responded in a playful manner; she conveyed no sign of feeling
threatened; she projected an attitude of trust and pleasure and pleasurable excitement. Were I to push orjab at an inanimate object, it
would react in a purely mechanical way; it would not be responding to
me; there could be no possibility of its grasping the meaning of my
actions, of apprehending my intentions, and of guiding its behavior
accordingly. Such communication and response are p<.rssibleonly
among consciousentities. The effect of Muttnik's behavior was to make
me feel seen,te make me feel psychologicallyuisible (to a modest e*tent).
Mu-ttni[-was-responding to me, not as a mechanical object, but as a
person.
And, as part of the same process, I was experiencing a greater degree of visibility to myself; I was making contact with a playfulness in my
personality which, during those years, I generally kept severely contained, so the interaction also contained elements of self-discoaerj,a
theme to which I shall return shortly.
What is significant and must be stressedis that Muttnik was responding to me as a person in a way that I regarded as objectively appropriate, that is, in accordance with my view of myself and of what I was
conveying to her. Had she responded with fear and an attitude of
cowering, I would have experienced myself as being, in effect, misperceived by her and would not have felt pleasure.
While the example of an interaction between a human being and a
dog may appear very primitive, I believe that it reflects a pattern that is
manifest, potentially, between any two consciousnessesable to respond
to each other. All positive interactions between human beings produce
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sure in the experience of self-awarenessand psychological visibility
that the appropriate responseor feedback from another consciousness
can evoke?
Consider the fact that we normally experience ourselves,in effect, as
a process-in that consciousnessitself is a process,an activity' and the
contents of our mind are a shifting flow of perceptions, images,organic sensations, fantasies, thoughts, and emotions. Our mind is not an
unmoving entity which we can contemplate objectively-that is, contemplate as a direct gbject of experience-as we contemplate objects in
the external world.
We normally have, of'course, a senseof ourselves,of our own identity, but it is experienced more as a feeling than a thought-a feeling
which is very dif'fuse, which is interwoven with all our other feelings,
ancl which is very hard, if not impossible, to isolate and consider by
itself'.Our "self-concept" is not a single concept, but a cluster of images
:rnd abstract perspectiveson our various (real or imagined) traits and
characteristics,the sum total of which can never be held in focal awareas
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as an object in reality, and we normally find pleasure in doing so. in
contemplating the physical entity that is ourself. There is a value in
being able to look and think, "That's me." The value lies in the experience of objectivity.
To say it once again: The externalization of the objectification of the
internal is of the very nature of successful life. We wish to see our sef
included in this process.
And, in an inl,irect sense, it is, every time we act on our judgment,
every time we say what we think or feel or mean, every time we honestly express through word and deed our internal reality, our inner being.
But in a direct sense?Is there a mirror in which we can perceive our
psychologicalself ? In which we can, as it were, perceive our own soul? l
Yes. The mirror is another consciousness.
As individuals alone, we are able to know ourselvesconceptually-at
least to some extent. What another consciousnesscan offer is the opportunity for us to experience ourselves perceptually, as concrete objects "out there."
Of course, some people's consciousnessesare so alien to our own that
the "mirrors" they provide yield the wildly distorted reflections o[ an
amusement park's chamber of horrors. The experience of significant
visibility requires consciousnesses
congruent, to some meaningful extent, with our own.
Here is the limitation of Muttnik, or of any lower animal. True
enough, in her response I was able to see reflected a small aspect of my
own p€rsonality. But we can experience optimal self-awareness and
visibility <lnly in a relationship with a consciousnesspossessingan equal
range of awareness, that is, another human being.
A word of clarification seems necessaryat this point. I do not wish t<-r
imply that first we acquire a senseof identity entirely independent of
any human relationships, and then seek the experience of visibility in
interaction with others. Our self-conceptis not the creat.ionof others,
as some writers have suggested, but obviously our relationships and the
responses and feedback we receive contribute to the sense of self we
acquire, All of us, to a profoundly important extent, experience who
we are in the context of our relationships. When we encounter a new
human being our personality contains, among other things, the consequences of many past encounters, many experiences, the internalization of many responses and instances of feedback from others. And we
keep growing and evolving through our encounters.
In successfulromantic love, there is a unique depth of absorption by,
and fascination with, the being and peffie
there can be, for each, a uniquely powerful experience of visibility.
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Even if this state is not realized optimally, it may still be realized to an
rrnprecedented degree. And this is one of the main sources of the
excitement-and nourishment-of romantic love.
But much more needs to be said about the processof psychological
visibility-how it is engendered and what it entails.
Our basic premises and values, our sense of life, the level of our
intelligence, our characteristic manner of processing experiencc, our
basic biological rhythm, and other features commonly referred to as
"temperament"-all are made manifest in our personality-,"Person/>( ality" is the externally perceivablesum of all of the psychologicaltraits
and characteristicsthat distinguish a human being from all other human beings.
Our psychology is expressed through behavior, through the things
we say and do, and through the ways we say and do them. It is in this
sense thal our self is an object of perception to others. When others
react to us, to their view of us and of our behavior, their perception is
in turn expresscd through theirbehavior,by the way they look at us, by
the way they speak to us, by the way they respond, and so forth. lf their
view of us is consonant with our deepest vision of who wc are (which
may be diff'erent lrom whom we profess to be), and if their view is
transmitted by their behavior, we feel perceived, we feel psycho, ^ / logically visible. We experience a senseof the objectivity of our self and
of our psychological state of' being. We perceive the reflection of our
self in their behavior. It is in this sensethat others can be a psychological mirror.
More precisely, this is one of the sensesin which others can be a
psychological mirror. There is another.
When we encounter a person who thinks as we do, who notices what
we notice, who values the things we value, who tends to respond to
different situations as we do, not only do we experience a strong sense
of affinity with such a person but also we can experience our self
through our perception of that person. This is another form of the
experience <lf objectivity. This is another manner of perceiving our self
in the world, external [o consciousness,as it were. And as such, this is
'I-he
pleasure
:rnother form of experiencing psychological visibility.
and excitement that we experience in the presence of such a person,
with whom we can enjoy this senseof affinity, underscores the importance of the need that is being satisfied.
'fhe
experience of visibility, then, is not merely a function of how
individual responds to us. It is also a function of how that
lanother
'individual
responds to the world. These c<lnsiderationsapply equally
to all instancesof visibility, from the most casual encounter to the most
intense love aff'air.
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Just as there are many different aspectsto our personality and inner
life, so we may feel visible in different respects in various human relationships. We may experience a greater or lesserdegree of visibility,or
a wider or narrower range, of our total personality,depending on the
nature of the person with whom we are dealing and on the nature of
our interaction.
Sometimes, the aspect in which we feel visible pertains to a basic
character trait; sometimes, to the nature of our intention in performing some action; sometimes, to the reasons behind a particular emotional response; sometimes, to an issue involving our sense of life;
sometimes, to a matter concerning our work; sometimes,to our sexual
psychology; sometimes, to our aesthetic values. The range of possibilities is almost inexhaustible.
All the forms of interaction and communication among peoplespiritual, intellectual, emotional, physical-combine to give us the perceptual evidence of our visibility in one respect or another; or, relative
to particular people, can produce in us the impression of invisibility.
Most of us are largely unaware of the processby which this occurs; we
are aware only of the results. We are aware that, in the presence of a
particular person, we do or do not feel "at home," do or do not feel a
senseof affinity or understanding or emotional attachment.
The mere fact of holding a conversation with another human being
entails a marginal experience of visibility, if only the experience of
being perceived as a conscious entity. However, in intimate human";
relationships, with a person we deeply admire and care for, we expect I -r
" ',
far more profound visibility, involving highly individual and personal
//
aspectsof our inner life.
I shall have more to say about the determinants of visibility in any
particular relationship. But it is fairly obvious that a significant muruality of intellect, of basic premises and values,of fundamental attitude
toward life, is the precondition of that projection of mutual visibility
which is the essenceof authentic friendship, or, above all, of romantic
love. A friend, said Aristotle, is another self. This is precisely what lovers
experience to the most intense degree. In loving you, I encounter
myself. A lover ideally reacts to us as, in effect, we would react to our self
in the person of another. Thus, we perceive our self through our lovert
reaction. We perceive our own person through its consequencesin the
consciousness-and, as a result, in the behavior of our partner.
Here, then, we can discern one of the main roots of the human
desire for companionship, for friendship and for love: the dcsire to
perceiaeour self as an entity in realitl, to eXperiencethe perspectiaeof objectiuiQ through an"d by mearu of the reactions and responseof other human
beings.
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